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Banking and Breakfast • Gray’s Inn Square,
Temple Bar, Strand Lane

Temple Bar

Banking
A Tale of Two Cities
Tellson’s Bank by Temple Bar was an old-fashioned place, even in the year
one thousand seven hundred and eighty. It was very small, very dark, very
ugly, very incommodious. It was an old-fashioned place moreover, in the
moral attribute that the partners in the House were proud of its smallness,
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proud of its darkness, proud of its ugliness, proud of its incommodiousness.
They were even boastful of its eminence in those particulars, and were fired
by an express conviction that, if it were less objectionable, it would be less
respectable. This was no passive belief, but an active weapon which they
flashed at more convenient places of business. Tellson’s (they said) wanted no
elbow-room, Tellson’s wanted no light, Tellson’s wanted no embellishment.
Noakes and Co.’s might, or Snooks Brothers’ might; but Tellson’s, thank
Heaven!—
[. . .] Tellson’s was the triumphant perfection of inconvenience. After
bursting open a door of idiotic obstinacy with a weak rattle in its throat,
you fell into Tellson’s down two steps, and came to your senses in a miserable little shop, with two little counters, where the oldest of men made your
cheque shake as if the wind rustled it, while they examined the signature by
the dingiest of windows, which were always under a shower-bath of mud
from Fleet-street, and which were made the dingier by their own iron bars
proper, and the heavy shadow of Temple Bar. If your business necessitated
your seeing ‘the House’, you were put into a species of Condemned Hold at
the back, where you meditated on a misspent life, until the House came with
its hands in its pockets, and you could hardly blink at it in the dismal twilight.
Your money came out of, or went into, wormy old wooden drawers,
particles of which flew up your nose and down your throat when they were
opened and shut. Your bank-notes had a musty odour, as if they were fast
decomposing into rags again. Your plate was stowed away among the neighbouring cesspools, and evil communications corrupted its good polish in a
day or two. Your deeds got into extemporised strong-rooms made of kitchens and sculleries, and fretted all of the fat out of their parchments into the
banking-house air. Your lighter boxes of family papers went up-stairs into a
Barmecide room, that always had a great dining-table in it and never had a
dinner, and where, even in the year one thousand seven hundred and eighty,
the first letters written to you by your old love, or by your little children, were
but newly released from the horror of being ogled at through the windows,
by the heads exposed on Temple Bar with an insensate brutality and ferocity
worthy of Abyssinia or Ashantee.
But, indeed, at that time, putting to Death was a recipe much in vogue
with all trades and professions, and not least of all with Tellson’s. Death
is Nature’s remedy for all things, and why not Legislation’s. Accordingly,
the forger was put to Death; the utterer of a bad note was put to Death; the
unlawful opener of a letter was put to Death; the purloiner of forty shillings
and sixpence was put to Death; the coiner of a bad shilling was put to Death;
the sounders of three-fourths of the notes in the whole gamut of Crime, were
put to Death. Not that it did the least good in the way of prevention . . . Thus,
Tellson’s, in its day, like greater places of business, its contemporaries, had
taken so many lives, that, if the heads laid low before it had been ranged on
Temple Bar instead of being privately disposed of, they would probably have
excluded what little light the ground floor had, in a rather significant manner.
Cramped in all kinds of dim cupboards and hutches at Tellson’s, the oldest
of men carried on the business gravely. When they took a young man into
Tellson’s London house, they hid him somewhere till he was old. They kept
him in a dark place, like a cheese, until he had the full Tellson flavour and
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blue-mould upon him. Only then was he permitted to be seen, spectacularly
poring over large books, and casting his breeches and gaiters into the general
weight of the establishment. (TTC 55–7)

Every idea, writes Walter Benjamin, ‘contains the image of the world’.
The ‘purpose of the representation of the idea’, therefore, is ‘nothing less
than an abbreviated outline of this image of the world’ (Benjamin 1998,
48). Benjamin’s is a not unreasonable proposition, allowing as it does
for an attenuated definition of aesthetic and, therefore, phenomenal
perception. It insists on the singular in the notion of the idea, and from
that suggests the link between abstraction and representation, which
figure, mimetic or otherwise, is always pragmatic, always in service to
thought in order that the idea be ‘embodied’, given manifestation as the
phantasmic translation in material guise through a perceivable form.
Yet, accepting this, we must also account for the fact that there is no
such thing as a simple or, by implication, complete image. In the words
of Marcel Proust, the image is always, already, multiple: ‘An image
presented to us by life’, remarks Marcel in Time Regained, ‘brings with
it, in a single moment, sensations which are in fact multiple and heterogeneous’ (1996, 245). ‘Life’ presents its subject – its reader, if you will –
with a complex self-differentiated image, made ‘rhetorical’ or ‘poetic’ by
virtue of perception and comprehension. Thus, any image of ‘life’ is also,
too, a poetic and phenomenal figure, a trope giving meaning, shading in
the figure with the ‘idea’, as Benjamin terms it, the idea being that which
is other than the material, and which finds spectral form in the image.
Therefore, any representation of an idea, in which is contained the
image of the world, comprises the traces of those multiple and heterogeneous sensations, which it is the purpose of the image and its representation to read, write, translate and communicate to the reader of the
image, and thereby the constellated idea immanent within the equally
constellated image. To read those traces is to reduce the image and its
representation to that which makes the image or re-presentation play
on the sensations of the reader, his or her experiences and perceptions
of the phantom figure for the material world, to play on the apprehensions of the subject, as if the image and its idea were both for the reading
subject and that ‘subject’ effect by which the idea of a narrator comes
into being. In engaging in this phenomenal reduction, we thus make possible access to an authentic reality beneath the surface of the material,
empirical and mimetic in any representation, those effects, aspects and
traces once again, by which apperception may have taken place at an
intuitive or pre-theoretical level.
This being so (and this is much, for it implies the proper work of
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all literary fiction, if not all art), what world is shown the reader in
the representation of Tellson’s Bank, by Temple Bar? What is the idea
within which this image is contained, which comes to be represented
in this striking and singular manner? Who is that ‘you’ to whom this
passage comes to be addressed by the second paragraph, and who gives
us insight into the secret, yet patently visible condition of Tellson’s? And
what is a ‘Barmecide’ room?
Amongst the many oddities of this representation of a banking institution, the idea of the Barmecide room is not the least odd. Imaginary,
unreal, illusory, a fiction – a fictive figure for the work of all fictive
figures, for the play of fiction itself, as that which, neither lie nor truth,
neither fact nor fiction exactly, none the less is invested with an authenticity in its formal presentation – involving the willing suspension of
disbelief between two parties: Tellson’s makeshift storage area doubles
as a(n equally ‘fictive’) dining room where dinner is never served, hence
the noun, and thus serves only as a storage facility for documents on
the tacit understanding that the room itself already has about it the
idea of a fictional pretence. Nothing is as it seems and everything makes
do, stands in for something else which it is not, even, as the narration
observes on more than one occasion, in the year one thousand, seven
hundred and eighty. This spelling out of the numerical representation of
the year and its subsequent reiteration has a purpose. We are reminded,
through that spelling out and the idiom by which it is introduced, that
we are not in the presence of fact or history; we are, however, complicit
in a narrative, data rendered as rhetoric, in the play of the image. To
round off the image, and furthermore the representation of an idea
through the non-simple image, the figure of ‘Barmecide’ (coming from
the One Thousand and One Nights) is completed by the allusion to ‘the
heads exposed on Temple Bar’ which ‘ogle’ the room with ‘an insensate
brutality and ferocity worthy of Abyssinia or Ashantee’. The initial and
final images having to do with the particular room in question frame the
‘reality’, revealing in the process not merely the surface reality but an
authentic or essential reality that is available only through the framing
devices of the fictional figures. Fiction frames and so deconstructs reality
here, rather than the ‘real’ being the ground for a mimetically or empirically slavish representation. Perception re-presents, and determines for
the good reader this singular instance of London’s banking world.
From the sentence, it is not easy to tell initially whether the word
‘Barmecide’ is adjective or noun if one is not familiar with the word;
one cannot say whether it is the room which is illusory or an architectural structure for the manufacture and maintenance of illusions and the
imaginary. The institutional, it might be hinted, is ‘barmecidal’, this is
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the authority that institutions wield. However, in that this room contains a dining-table on which dinner is never served suggests two things:
that the room itself is not a chimera but, from an architectural point of
view, real or material enough, certainly as solid as the dining-table; the
other intimation here, particularly as we are invited to imagine a table on
which no food is served, is that Dickens was aware of the word having
come into English from One Thousand and One Nights, or indeed that
he had recalled the figure of the prince who served a feast to a beggar on
dishes that were empty. There is ambiguity, if not irony, to be read in
what this literary intertext has to say about the banking institution. This
single detail is worth considering for it touches on the relationship in the
passage between materiality or solidity and the persistent-evanescent, to
which matters of death and darkness prevalent in the passage may be
read as belonging.
This apparent dichotomy – perhaps incongruity is a better term, or
paradox – appears to reveal the heart of banking practices, at least as far
as Tellson’s is concerned, to the extent that a degree of belief in solidity
and reliability is required in practices and institutional forms which rely
on creating the illusion of stability, strength and permanence, whilst
dealing with its customers principally in terms of trust. Banking, supposed as a matter of material conditions, is shown to the reader, exposed
before our eyes, as engaging in pretence, in convenient fictions of trust,
security, confidence and all those other coded fictions by which banking
maintains itself, and the workings of which ‘modes of semiotic efficiency’ (Guattari 2011, 304), in an ironic and fictionalised-demystified
manner of presentation, it is the purpose of a passage such as this to
put into play. In effect, the Dickens-machine engages in giving to ‘your’
vision ‘essential realities’ (2011, 302) in institutional operation beneath
the ‘world of habit’ (2011, 302) through a function described by Félix
Guattari in his reading of Proust as ‘discernibilization’ (2011, 302–6).
Such an operation, peeling back the mystification that supports the
world of habit, is made to work through particular devices, tropes and
effects common to the work of the Dickens-machine in its technology of
re-presentation and projection. There is, for example, alliteration from
the very first sentence: T[ellson’s] B[ank], T[emple] B[ar].12 Alliteration
requires but also, in this case, inaugurates iterability, in this case both
phonic and graphic. Repetition and iterability then come into their own:
very, very, very, very; old-fashioned, old-fashioned, wanted no, wanted
no, wanted no; put to Death, put to Death, put to Death, put to Death,
put to Death, put to Death – banking, it would seem, is a process of
execution, the bank, despite its appearance, a machinery for decapitation, if the heads on Temple Bar are anything to go by. Then there are
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comparisons, which themselves form both pairs and opposites: less
objectionable, less respectable, passive belief, active weapon; a door has
uncannily human qualities; anthropomorphised – and therefore having
its ‘authentic’ reality laid bare from beneath its merely material surface
and habitual function – the door is apprehended as idiotic, obstinate and
as having a weak rattle in its throat. More excessive than metaphor, the
door is thus a figure of catachresis, drawing attention to its impossible
fictionalisation. Everything in or about Tellson’s is touched with hyperbole: the employees are the oldest, windows are the dingiest, though
capable of being made dingier. ‘Proper’ iron bars find their metaphorical
iteration in Temple Bar, as if to signal, once more, that all the world is
available for narrative, rhetoric and the poetic ‘making’ that takes place
in re-presentation. That inhuman, yet living door is merely the forerunner of the House itself, which has its hands in its pockets. Following
the first two paragraphs about the House, ‘you’ become the focus, the
House has greeted you, as a customer. But you are always connected to
your money, you being nothing but an extension of capital. Returning
to the architectural and formal accents: drawers are wormy and old.
Money is musty, it decomposes into rags; there is corruption as well as
decomposition and worm-eaten wood. Documents are rendered, as if so
much dead flesh. All tends, as we have implied, towards execution by the
house, Death being a ‘recipe’, but also a ‘remedy’. Death is everywhere,
reiterated seven times, as successive ‘executions’ are, well, executed on
anyone doing anything illegal in relation to money and law, the law of
money, the law of the house: in short, economics. Heads are laid low or
exposed, as if on spikes. In what must be a pun, business is carried on
‘gravely’.
There is a paradox here, which tends towards the revelation of the
power of the fictive and the nature of the imagination in transforming experience into perception, and thence into memory or narrative.
Dickens’s reading and writing of specific locations, architectures, details
of structure, their daily and habitual functions and what causes the
functions to operate without being understood directly discerns what
is beneath the ideological work invested in quotidian habit. Thus, what
Guattari theorises and explicates from the reading of Proust may be
perceived as being already underway in Dickensian modes of perception, presentation and re-presentation, through those suspensions of
narrative in order that someone looks at the scene before an otherwise
unseeing subject. Tellson’s Bank is exposed to an illumination of its
Gothic aspects; or rather that it is only available to be read authentically,
beneath its machinic unconscious operation, through a Gothic architextural tropology. The narrating effect is to unveil, cause to appear what
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lies beneath in phantastic terms, hyperbole and excess, iterability and
related formal devices heightening so as to make plain what is true.
What such scenes effect in their seemingly needless detail (mimetically
understood, so much detail and concomitant effect can only be misrecognised as ‘creating atmosphere’, as it were) is to put the brakes on plot
development and narrative flow. We have entered the chapter and also
a given building in London simultaneously. It is therefore necessary that
we are immersed in place, made subjects to it, given a vision of what is
there, as if we were close to the location ourselves. That pause or hiatus
in narrative flow in favour of the intensification of presentation and
re-presentation specifically for some subject, for the purposes of explication, analysis and demystification, is focused in this passage in the
sustained apostrophe to the second person, whether singular or plural.
That each of us is addressed as ‘you’ or ‘your’ fully realises the encounter, whilst also allowing for the explication of chance experiences. Had
a narrative not led us to this place, we would not consider it. As we are
now here, let us consider it fully, in order to ‘see’ what is ‘really’ occurring. This is what Félix Guattari encourages as a mode of perception
and engagement, although, of course, Dickens has anticipated him.
Guattari’s approach to an ‘armed’ alliance between the ‘empirical apperception of the Kantians’ and the ‘eidetic reduction of phenomenologists’
that involves simultaneously an ‘abandon to fortuitous encounters and
to the bareness of the real, and to a greater sophistication of the mode
of semiotization’ (Guattari 2011, 302) is thus fully evident throughout
Dickens in general, and in the presentation of the bank in particular.
Readers of Dickens will immediately recognise that which is typical
of Dickensian narrators in and of the city: abandonment to the apparently fortuitous encounter. While this might be seen as poor plotting, an
aesthetic over-reliance on the rhetorical possibilities of chance in order
to further narrative or effect, such misperception fails to consider, and
therefore see, the extent to which the abandonment to chance is part of
a deliberate technique for the purpose of making available an essential
reality irreducible to mere empirical fact. To put this differently, and to
borrow from Proust – as does Guattari – in coming to terms with the
manner in which the Dickens text would have us see what is underway
in an idea such as banking, and make available a necessary apperception, the ‘writer’s work’ has to be understood, as Proust presents it,
as ‘merely a kind of optical instrument which he offers to the reader
to enable him to discern what, without this book, he would perhaps
never have perceived in himself’ (1996, 245). But the writer is also –
always – a reader, the two, as we have argued, fused, albeit maintaining
their differences, in the figure of the narrating effect, the technology of
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Temple Bar, Buckingham Street, the Adelphi

image projection that grounds impressions, to which reading / writing
responds. Thus, London is made available as that which, through its
tropological and architectural convergences, produces a subject capable
of reading otherwise, of reading the impression. Pausing to notice, the
Dickensian narrator forces on us a ‘certain poetic passivity’ (Guattari
2011, 305), in which ‘the machinic rhizome does the rest’ in making
available for perception via the ‘micropolitics of assemblages of enunciation’ (Guattari 2011, 305), in which the narrator device as subject of the
city is revealed in the process as ‘nothing more, as an individual, than
the catalyst of such an assemblage’ (Guattari 2011, 305). Such a subject
catalyses our ability to ‘recapture’ an impression we never knew we had
received.

Breakfast • Gray’s Inn Square, Temple Bar, Strand Lane
‘The Steam Excursion’, Sketches by Boz
He dressed himself, took a hasty apology for a breakfast, and sallied forth. The
streets looked as lonely and deserted as if they had been crowded overnight,
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for the last time. Here and there, an early apprentice, with quenched-looking
sleepy eyes, was taking down the shutters of a shop; and a policeman or
milkwoman might occasionally be seen pacing slowly along; but the servants
had not yet begun to clean the doors, or light the kitchen fires, and London
looked the picture of desolation. At the corner of a by-street, near Temple
Bar, was stationed a ‘street-breakfast’. The coffee was boiling over a charcoal
fire, and large slices of bread and butter were piled one upon the other, like
deals in a timberyard. The company were seated on a form, which, with a
view both to security and comfort, was placed against a neighbouring wall.
Two young men, whose uproarious mirth and disordered dress bespoke the
conviviality of the preceding evening, were treating three ‘ladies’ and an Irish
labourer. A little sweep was standing at a short distance, casting a longing
eye at the tempting delicacies; and a policeman was watching the group from
the opposite side of the street. The wan looks and gaudy finery of the thinlyclad women contrasted as strangely with the gay sunlight, as did their forced
merriment with the boisterous hilarity of the two young men, who, now and
then, varied their amusements by ‘bonneting’ the proprietor of this itinerant
coffee house.
Mr Percy Noakes walked briskly by, and . . . turned down Strand Lane . . .
(SB 376)

Stepping back from the intensity of scrutiny demanded by the detail of
such images as are offered by arrival in London or the inner realities of a
place such as Tellson’s Bank, and taking as a cue the idea of the chance
encounter and the lingering gaze it can engender, consider the title of
Charles Dickens’s first published book, as it appeared in February 1836,
in two volumes: Sketches by ‘Boz’, illustrative of Every-day Life and
Every-day People. Disarmingly straightforward, it offers much of significance for our understanding of Dickens and London. In its mode of
commentary, this title gives much in miniature to be read in anticipation
of Dickens’s acts of reading and writing of the city. The ‘sketch’ as mode
of presentation is comprehended in general as that which is, if not unfinished, then an image executed on the fly, something brief, an outline,
rather than a complete or finished image. From the Greek, meaning that
which is executed in an extemporary manner, the idea of the sketch
suggests something both pictorial and written, a preliminary rather
than a final execution. In literary terms, the sketch, popular during the
nineteenth century, implies brevity and adumbration, without substantial plotting. Suggestive rather than explicit, it is, as Boz’s title has it,
‘illustrative’ of, and therefore illuminating, the quotidian. There is in the
title in question the promise of something fleeting, occurring repeatedly.
On the surface, this would appear to be what takes place throughout
Sketches by Boz.
Yet, there is to be read, again and again, the gesture of the pause,
the gaze turned in another direction, the contemplation or reflection
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of a narrating subject, who serves to place the reader in proximity to
the otherwise unnoticed moment, experience or event. Considered
otherwise, the ‘sketch’, in its brevity, offers to its reader a double time.
On the one hand, something comes to pass, the moment there and
gone, and with it, the perception. But at the same time, in the fleeting
encounter – from the corner of the eye, as it were – time slows, to take
in, however sketchily, outlines, cultural ‘gestures’ of ‘everyday people’
and ‘everyday life’ as these are determined by the moment in London,
and as these gestures, therefore, in being otherwise unobserved, define
the city. The subject pauses in a hurry and, in hurrying, is momentarily
brought to a halt. The temporality of the instant of the sketch is thus
hurried and leisurely; out of this tension, an image arrives. The ‘spatial
and temporal unity’ (Barbaras 2006, 130) given in a moment of perception returns to the subject a sense of the world, in which he or she takes
part, the ‘everyday’ emerging from within itself and inviting a second
look, a look in which consciousness and reflection, judgement, translation occur. The idea of the ‘sketch’, then, in its impossible double tempi,
marks the text in a manner that implicitly dismisses the ‘propriety’ of
well-tempered representation in relation to plotting. Both less and more
than mimetic realism, it involves its subject in an impressionistic intimacy that the distance of complete representation and measured time
would keep at a distance. In the play of representation and perception
with which the sketch engages, there is a making-visible in the adumbration of the everyday, which would otherwise remain invisible. Such a
provisional privileging of phenomena, captured in passing, ‘exposes us’
in its ‘serious game’ – the sketch as scherzo, the jest as social gesture in
all its historicity – the ‘vision of what does not at all rise to the level of
objectivity’ (Marion 2004, 42), but which none the less requires that we
involve ourselves in the vision.
A ‘substantial selection of Dickens’s previously published pieces (with
three new items), later known as the First Series’ (SB ix), Sketches by
Boz was reprinted in 1839 and divided by the author in the volume publication into four sections – ‘Seven Sketches from our Parish’, ‘Scenes’,
‘Characters’ and ‘Tales’. Together, these offer the reader, if not an
encyclopedia, then a miscellany of London life and scenes in the early
nineteenth century that is simultaneously idiosyncratic and exemplary.
Moving from apparently detached observation with interjected, subjectively rendered perceptions to fictive reinvention reliant on an eye for
the comic, grotesque, pathetic and, in general, any thing, person, phenomenon or event susceptible to supplement, hyperbole, satire, parody
or pastiche, Sketches by Boz registers as it mediates the various and
diverse worlds of the pre-Victorian capital. It traces the signs of place
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and its people, on the verge of an unanticipated modernity of existence and being. It marks in a sketched manner a mobile, fluid, often
chance concatenation of elements (as we have already implied), aspects,
attributes, features and characteristics, to which form is given, a frame
is rendered through the rapid yet detailed transcription of architecture,
scene, place and architectonic relation in the constitution of a moment at
once ephemeral and yet all too materially there. Each short piece, and the
‘Scenes’ in particular, register and present with a vitality and immediacy
more analogous to photographic media rather than the more leisured
and stable representation available to the painter. Hence, that allimportant first word of the title, sketches, which are illustrative of everyday life and every-day people, and which inaugural title captures what is
to come, with an economy and suggestive plenitude in inverse proportion
to the brevity, the hurriedness that the idea of a sketch implies.
In these sketches there is a precision, an accuracy or exactness of perception, as well as exaggeration or distortion; indeed, it can be argued
that perception is so thorough, so scrupulous in the marking of particulars and the greater whole they signify, which is always more in Dickens
than the sum of those parts, because of exaggeration. Perception and
translation of the world effect in translation the truth of that world
precisely through, on the one hand, controlled embellishment, overemphasis and elaboration and, on the other hand, a celerity of eye and
pen that, in its motions, offers something more than a skiagraph and
less than fully rendered mimetic representation. No mere reflection of
early nineteenth-century London scenes, Sketches by Boz is not simply
‘concerned with the phenomena but the mode of their givenness . . . not
with what appears but with [the manner of] appearing’ (Henry 2008, 2).
That Sketches is, then, properly a miscellany – a gathering or pastiche
of diverse, apparently random events, subjects and phenomena without
the necessary transcendent organisation that the notion of an anthology
implies – is verifiable through merely listing the titles of the ‘Scenes’:
‘The Streets-Morning’, ‘The Streets-Night’, ‘Shops and Their Tenants’,
‘Scotland-yard’, ‘Seven Dials’, ‘Meditations in Monmouth-street’,
‘Hackney-coach Stands’, ‘Doctors’ Commons’, ‘London Recreations’,
‘The River’, ‘Astley’s’, ‘Greenwich Fair’, ‘Private Theatres’, Vauxhallgardens by Day’, ‘Early Coaches’, Omnibuses’, ‘The Last-Cab-driver,
and the First Omnibus Cad’, ‘A Parliamentary Sketch’, ‘Public Dinners’,
‘The First of May’, ‘Brokers’ and Marine-store-Shops’, ‘Gin-shops’, ‘The
Pawnbroker’s Shop’, ‘Criminal Courts’, ‘A Visit to Newgate’. Other
than the common denominator, ‘London’, which defines provisionally chance concatenation rather than determinate meaning, such titles
and the topics, scenes, people and events to which they refer have only
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random and passing relation. Certainly there is a degree of frequency
– there are types of shop, forms of transport – and particular local
overlaps – Doctors’ Commons, Criminal Courts, Newgate, or Astley’s,
Greenwich Fair, Vauxhall-gardens – suggestive of societal and cultural
commonality, correlation or association, as well as of discursive or institutional correspondence or alliance. However, what the titles give us to
understand is that London, taken as a whole, cannot by definition be
defined. It resists totalisation or homogeneity. Its ‘identity’ is determined
by difference, by relation-without-relation. The scenes are, of course,
not the only sketches of everyday London (and, it should be noted,
not all of the pieces published as Sketches have the metropolis as their
specific location). As the title of the collection indicates once more, all
the pieces gathered together provide instances and glimpses, and therefore insight into, the way we lived then in the city. Urban moments are
recorded as incidentals rather than serving primarily as framing devices
or simple context for the principal narrative.
One such passage is found in ‘The Steam Excursion’, a sketch first
published in October 1834, in the Monthly Magazine (SB 369–87).
The tale concerns a law student, Mr Percy Noakes, who was ‘generally
termed—“a devilish good fellow” ’ (SB 369), which translates as having
an extensive and busy social life, and someone who ‘inhabit[ed] a set of
chambers on the fourth floor, in one of those houses in Gray’s Inn Square
which command an extensive view of the gardens, and their adjuncts’.
Such adjuncts include ‘nursery maids, and townmade children, with
parenthetical legs’ (SB 369). Though these observations, taken from the
first paragraph, are not the passage to which I will come in a moment, it
is worth pausing over them. The subject’s life is defined in part by where
he lives, location as significant in a small way as his public persona. At
the same time, however, the situation opens to the reader a brief image
of one facet of town life. The extent to which London informs one’s
being extends therefore beyond Noakes to include and define even the
most marginal and anonymous of characters perceived at a distance,
but comprehended as of the city. Moreover, such detail is presented
prior to, if not independent of, any more considered explication of Percy
Noakes’s character or interests.
The optical recording device called Boz places Noakes in, and yet
separate from, the city, the law student being seen initially as others of
his world see him and positioned in his world, one distinct from that
outside his window. The extensive view from the chambers is implicitly
Noakes’s and it is through the frame of the window, with its ‘extensive’
view, that everyday London and London’s others first become visible.
Beneath the surface of the text’s seemingly disinterested representation,
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social worlds are suggested, vision being what links them, the view from
Gray’s Inn Square being one that is elevated (Percy’s chambers are on
the fourth floor), enclosed, set off from a world of the streets, into which
Percy Noakes must go. The first sight, that extensive view, is thus offered
as a momentarily stable image, the frame of which has to be crossed,
with Percy Noakes’s descent into ‘everyday life and everyday people’,
as Dickens’s title has it. London has, in a fashion, already arrived,
however, for the children are ‘townmade’, the portmanteau term redolent of the singularity of production. Percy may not be observant, but
the reader is invited to look, as if on a painting. The ‘flaunting’ nursery
maids and the ‘townmade’ children, ‘with parenthetical legs’, arrive to
the eye in postures, the window of the fourth floor chambers granting
‘to the gaze the ability to . . . cross the distance’. It is not, as Jean-Luc
Marion observes of the work of painting but in a remark that is strikingly pertinent to reading Dickens and Dickens’s London, ‘so much that
we learn to see the painting [or the view of London from the window]
as that the painting [or scene], by having given itself, teaches us to see it’
(Marion 2004, 42). The humour by which the moment is translated and
made visible, revealed in the brief gaze, calls us to consider and reflect
on the conditions by which our perception is drawn.
In this, the detail of the initial sentence of the first paragraph,
London’s significance is foregrounded in telegraphic fashion. It forms
as well as informs, it serves to provide place in relation to person, and
serves in establishing various aspects of identity, both individual and, in
passing, collective. But it is Noakes who bears the burden of the narrative, charged by friends and acquaintances with the organisation of the
excursion on the Thames to which the title alludes. After much frantic
activity and anxiety for Noakes in the arrangements, the morning of the
intended excursion arrives; at five o’clock (SB 376) he rises and sets off,
intending ‘he would walk leisurely to Strand Lane, and have a boat to
the Custom House’ (SB 376). To recall an earlier citation, the passage
is concerned not merely with what appears. It is also taken with the
manner of appearing, the mode by which the phenomena of the scene are
given. In turn, this ‘involvement’ of perception in the event and its internal ‘emotional’ and ‘spatial’ relations is translated into the writing of
the scene. The sweep is placed to one side, his eye is ‘longing’; a strange
contrast – in fact, a complex matrix of interrelations of different orders
– is drawn between and from ‘wan looks’, ‘gaudy finery’, ‘forced merriment’ and ‘gay sunlight’. The time is measured indirectly but precisely,
this being at the hour, as Dickens might say, when both policemen and
milkwomen move through the streets but servants, if awake, are not yet
at work, either inside or outside the houses of their employers.
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Who sees the street-breakfast? For whom is this scene presented?
Whose perspective or perception is this? The streets may well look
‘lonely and deserted’ in this ‘picture of desolation’, but if this is such
a picture, if London in the early morning has about it in its manner of
appearing or giving itself a desolate, even eschatological aura (we read,
after all, that the overcrowding of the previous night was as if for the
last time), then this is hardly the world of Mr Percy Noakes, whose walk
is brisk, and whose journey, as it is described from Gray’s Inn Square,
via Temple Bar to Strand Lane, terminating at what is now Victoria
Embankment, is of only a mile approximately.13 The street-breakfast
is an anomaly in ‘The Steam Excursion’. It is a fortuitous moment of
experience and perception, something briefly becoming visible before
disappearing again, save for whatever might remain in memory of the
moment. That it does remain in memory and returns as re-presentation
is given witness by the fact of its appearing, unbidden, in this otherwise
humorous sketch. It is a sketch within a sketch. An extract of just under
250 words in a short story of roughly 8,000, it can hardly be said to be
taken as significant on a first reading. It resides at a margin, as it were.
Peripheral to the narrative as a whole, and even more marginal to the
life and world of Mr Percy Noakes, the moment and its perception
remain, confronting us, and offering to liberate our ‘gaze from objectivity’ (Marion 2004, 42) through its appeal to conscience of one’s own
subjectivity in relation and in proximity to our invisible others, which
the space of the city causes to occur.
Certainly, the passage in which the breakfast is presented gives no hint
that Noakes is the one observing. Neither does it appear in any appreciable manner to impose itself on his consciousness. He exists outside this
narrative event – and it is an event in that it arrives to disturb narrative
trajectory and the light, comic tone in which the story is generally conveyed. Of course, the walk is quite specifically figured, and in any form
of fiction aspiring to realist representation the burden on the narrative is
to move its characters from place to place, and to offer such information
as conveys the appropriate sense of place – hence the naming in ‘The
Steam Excursion’ of Gray’s Inn Square, Portland Street, Temple Bar and
so forth. On the outside of the inside, we might say, the street-breakfast
breaks into, without becoming accommodated by, the life and places
of Noakes and, by extension, his associates and friends, figures not
too unlike some of the readers who purchased the Monthly Magazine,
perhaps, or those who bought Sketches by Boz.
Yet if the breakfast occupies or marks a boundary that is not of the
narrative centre, it is near to the structural centre of the story. Its time
is liminal, between night and day, between pleasure and work, between
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sleep and wakefulness. Its location, on a corner of a bystreet, is something of a periphery also. There is something makeshift, provisional, in
the establishment of the ‘itinerant coffee-house’, in which even the food
bears a passing resemblance to the plank employed as seating. Much, if
not everything, about the scene has an edge, is on or of the edge, and
in its being so assumes a phenomenal weight out of proportion to its
brevity or narrative marginality. Such ‘edginess’ is in the discomfiting
resonances of particular terms and the rhetoric to which they belong.
The ‘ladies’ are not ladies; or rather, they belong to an unspeakable
demi-monde rather than being of another that is socially acceptable, as
the quotation marks observe silently. To go back to particular observations already cited, looks are ‘wan’, clothing ‘gaudy’. Stepping back a
little from the detail, it is observed that the principal group of this scene
of London life, those gathered at the coffee stand, is kept under surveillance, not only by a hungry sweep but also by a policeman. There is also
that merest hint of the foreign in the presence of an ‘Irish’ workman, the
situation mapping the suggestion of the illicit, desire, excess, debauchery
and potential threat, all of which is contained to a degree by the gaze of
the law.
Boz sees what Percy Noakes does not, and shows the reader what he
sees, in a manner that invites us to pause, in order to receive the event
with its full weight. The street-breakfast as image offers to the subject’s
gaze phenomena that are products, projections, effects and conditions
of London; all are ‘townmade’ in effect, and the reader is held so as to
receive what is offered, that which ‘phenomenology holds for the phenomenon par excellence – that it shows itself on its own terms’ (Marion
2004, 43). Hence, the dissonance in tone in the breakfast scene, which
cannot account for the eventual outcome of the steam excursion, a comic
disaster in which nothing turns out as anticipated. This brief scene, seen
as it were from some angle of social parallax, though positioned marginally in the story as a whole, ‘does not live in a peripheral section
of the phenomenal universe, rendered secondary by some function of
imitation; it appears . . . out of the confrontation [between phenomena]
between the unseen and the visible’ (Marion 2004, 43). There is in the
figuring of the breakfast another purpose, a sense of lives not quite able
to rise to optimism or hope, not capable of becoming comic in their
misadventures. The breakfast belongs to a different world to that of the
excursion, even as, we get the sense, Mr Percy Noakes, though a ‘ “devilish good fellow” ’, is not at that stage of dissolution that is implied in the
two young men, of ‘uproarious mirth’, ‘disordered dress’ or ‘boisterous
hilarity’ – not yet, at any rate. Perhaps what impinges most is a brief
awareness, in the mode of appearing, of class tensions, emergent in the
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sense of coming to awareness as the difference in both phenomena and
modes of appearance and re-presentation rather than being merely a
novel condition.
This is what is traced in the street-breakfast, amongst other things, in
that moment’s manner of appearing. The event gives us to apprehend, as
if from the corner of the eye, at the corner of a street leading off a main
London thoroughfare, other Londons, somewhat less salubrious than
the London of law students, their acquaintances who live ‘in Portland
Street, Oxford Street’, who move in similar ‘orbits’ (SB 373), and who
can afford to engage in pleasure trips. And in this, this otherwise seemingly anomalous narrative and scenic interjection (bordering as it does
on the principal world, the principal action) contributes to a material
historicity in its making the reading subject conscious of the modal
or tonal difference, so as ‘to become aware of the appearing’; which
manifestation calls to us, demanding that we ‘analyze it in and for itself’;
Henry 2008, 2). Such a momentary manifestation invites the reader to
pause, not walk briskly by, and to ‘think reality’ in such a way that
certain otherwise invisible spheres of reality, in becoming ‘the object[s]
of a new analysis’ in order to extend not only the ‘task of understanding
reality’ in historically and materially given ways, but also, in this process,
to arrive at a ‘self-understanding of this understanding’ (Henry 2008, 6),
to place oneself in relation to historicity, to the material conditions of
one’s identity in a manner not available to Mr Percy Noakes, who, as
Dickens concludes in a timeless present tense at the close of ‘The Steam
Excursion’, is ‘as light-hearted and careless as ever’ (SB 387). We have
been offered the occasion to learn how to see, to have our gaze delivered
‘from the objective restraints of an object’ (Marion 2004, 43), even if Mr
Percy Noakes has failed to rise to the occasion, and so remains blind, out
of the flow of time, and the material conditions of history.
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